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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a weft inserting
apparatus equipped with a plurality of weft supply lines
in a fluid jet loom.

2. Description of the Related Art

[0002] A typical weft inserting apparatus in a fluid jet
loom includes a plurality of weft supply lines, each having
a yarn package, a weft measuring-and-retaining device,
a weft-insertion nozzle, and a yarn sensor disposed up-
stream of the weft measuring-and-retaining device. A
weft yarn in each weft supply line is carried and inserted
into a warp shed by means of fluid discharged from the
corresponding weft-insertion nozzle.
[0003] Each yarn sensor detects a yarn abnormality,
such as when a yarn breaks in the yarn package or when
the yarn is completely used up in the yarn package, and
outputs a detection signal to a weft-insertion controlling
device. Every time the weft-insertion controlling device
receives such a detection signal, the loom is stopped. If
the weft yarn in each yarn package is weak in strength,
fuzzy, or short due to bulkiness, a yarn abnormality will
often be detected, causing the loom to stop frequently.
This lowers the operation rate of the loom as well as
leading to a low quality of the woven cloth as a result of
formation of weft bars.
[0004] Japanese Patent No. 2673447 discloses an ap-
paratus for reducing frequent stopping of the loom to pre-
vent the operation rate of the loom from lowering and to
prevent weft bars from occurring. In this apparatus, a
weft yarn of the same type is set on all of the weft supply
lines, and the apparatus performs a weft insertion proc-
ess by using the weft supply lines in a sequential alter-
nating cycle. In addition, when a yarn abnormality, such
as a yarn breakage, is detected in a weft supply line, that
weft supply line is excluded from the sequential alternat-
ing cycle of the weft insertion process. The loom contin-
ues its operation without stopping until the yarn sensors
of all the weft supply lines have detected yarn abnormal-
ities.
[0005] Each weft measuring-and-retaining device in-
cludes a rotatable yarn guide and a motor that drives the
rotatable yarn guide. A weft yarn from the corresponding
yarn package extends through the rotatable yarn guide,
and the motor rotates the rotatable yarn guide so as to
wind the weft yarn around a retainer portion of the weft
measuring-and-retaining device. In the apparatus dis-
cussed in Japanese Patent No. 2673447, when the
number of weft supply lines excluded from the sequential
alternating cycle of the weft insertion process increases,
that is, when the number of operable weft supply lines
used in the sequential alternating cycle for the weft in-

sertion process decreases, the motor for the weft meas-
uring-and-retaining device in each weft supply line in-
volved in the weft insertion process needs to increase its
rotational speed, or the stoppage time of the motor needs
to be shortened if the motor is rotated intermittently. Thus,
the motor will operate under a severe operating condition
with a high heat value. If increasing the rotational speed
will cause the motor to exceed its maximum rotational
speed, the rotational speed cannot be increased any fur-
ther. In that case, the operating speed of the loom must
be reduced. Furthermore, the loom is not stopped until
the yarn sensors in all the weft supply lines have detected
yarn abnormalities. In other words, the loom will be
stopped when the yarn sensors in all the weft supply lines
have detected yarn abnormalities. For this reason, if the
weft yarns in the yarn packages are weak in strength,
fuzzy, or short due to bulkiness, all the yarn sensors will
immediately detect yarn abnormalities, leading to a low
operation rate of the loom and to a low quality of the
woven cloth as a result of formation of weft bars.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006] Accordingly, it is an object of the present inven-
tion to provide a weft inserting apparatus in a fluid jet
loom, which executes a weft insertion process by using
a plurality of weft supply lines in a sequential alternating
cycle, the weft inserting apparatus excluding a weft sup-
ply line detected as having a yarn abnormality from the
sequential alternating cycle of the weft insertion process
and allowing the weft insertion process to continue using
only the remaining one or more weft supply lines, so as
to prevent a motor for each weft measuring-and-retaining
device from operating under a severe operating condition
and to reduce the number of stoppages of the loom to
enhance the operation rate of the loom and the quality
of the woven cloth.
[0007] An aspect of the present invention provides a
weft inserting apparatus for a fluid jet loom. The weft in-
serting apparatus includes a plurality of weft supply lines
and a weft-insertion controlling device. Each weft supply
line has a yarn package, a weft measuring-and-retaining
device, a weft-insertion nozzle, and a yarn sensor dis-
posed upstream of the weft measuring-and-retaining de-
vice. The weft-insertion controlling device performs a
weft insertion process by using the weft supply lines in a
sequential alternating cycle. When at least one of the
yarn sensors detects a yarn abnormality in the corre-
sponding weft supply line, the weft-insertion controlling
device excludes the weft supply line from the sequential
alternating cycle and allows the weft insertion process to
continue using only the remaining one or more operable
weft supply lines. The weft inserting apparatus is char-
acterized in that manually operated restoring means is
connected to the weft-insertion controlling device. While
allowing the weft insertion process to continue without
the excluded weft supply line using the remaining one or
more operable weft supply lines; the weft-insertion con-
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trolling device restores the excluded weft supply line on
the basis of an output signal from the restoring means
so that the excluded weft supply line is re-included in the
sequential alternating cycle of the weft insertion process.
[0008] Accordingly, when the operator operates the re-
storing means, or more specifically, when the operator
operates the restoring means after repairing the yarn, i.e.
the weft yarn, in the excluded weft supply line or after
replacing the yarn package with a new one, the restoring
means outputs an output signal to the weft-insertion con-
trolling device. Based on the output signal, the weft-in-
sertion controlling device restores the excluded weft sup-
ply line so that it is re-included in the sequential alternat-
ing cycle of the weft insertion process. Accordingly, this
increases the number of operable weft supply lines used
in the sequential alternating cycle of the weft insertion
process. For this reason, the motor for the weft measur-
ing-and-retaining device in each weft supply line can re-
duce its rotational speed or the stoppage time of the mo-
tor can be extended if the motor is rotated intermittently.
This alleviates the operating condition of the motor,
whereby the motor can withstand a long period of use.
On the other hand, if such restoring means is not provid-
ed, the number of operable weft supply lines used in the
sequential alternating cycle of the weft insertion process
will further decrease when the next yarn abnormality is
detected. In that case, the motor will need to increase its
rotational speed even further or the stoppage time thereof
will need to be further shortened, leading to a more se-
vere operating condition. There are also cases where the
loom is stopped as a result of no operable weft supply
lines being left for the weft insertion process. In contrast,
according to the present invention, the excluded weft
supply line is restored by manual operation so as to be
re-included in the sequential alternating cycle of the weft
insertion process. This not only alleviates the operating
condition of the motor but also prevents the operating
condition from becoming severe when the next weft ab-
normality is detected. Accordingly, this allows the motor
to withstand a long period of use, and reduces stoppages
of the loom.
[0009] Furthermore, the weft supply line excluded by
the weft-insertion controlling device may include two or
more weft supply lines, the weft-insertion controlling de-
vice allowing the weft insertion process to continue using
the remaining one or more operable weft supply lines.
The output signal output from the restoring means allows
the weft-insertion controlling device to determine each
of the two or more excluded weft supply lines.
[0010] Accordingly, the output signal output from the
restoring means allows the weft-insertion controlling de-
vice to determine the corresponding one of the weft sup-
ply lines. Therefore, even when there are two or more
excluded weft supply lines, the weft-insertion controlling
device can determine each of the weft supply lines to be
restored for re-inclusion into the sequential alternating
cycle on the basis of the output signal from the restoring
means.

[0011] Furthermore, the restoring means may include
a plurality of restoring means provided in correspond-
ence to the plurality of weft supply lines, the plurality of
restoring means being connected to the weft-insertion
controlling device via individual signal transmission
paths.
[0012] Accordingly, the weft-insertion controlling de-
vice can determine which one of the weft supply lines is
to be restored for re-inclusion into the sequential alter-
nating cycle on the basis of the signal transmission path
that has received the output signal.
[0013] Furthermore, the restoring means may include
an output circuit that selectively outputs signals by which
the weft supply lines are identifiable, the output circuit
being connected to the weft-insertion controlling device
via a common signal transmission path.
[0014] Accordingly, the output circuit of the restoring
means outputs signals by which the weft supply lines are
identifiable. Examples of the signals include pulse signals
with different number of times of output in accordance
with the respective weft supply lines, pulse signals with
different voltage values in accordance with the respective
weft supply lines, and pulse signals with different fre-
quencies in accordance with the respective weft supply
lines. Accordingly, the weft-insertion controlling device
can determine the weft supply line to be restored for re-
inclusion into the sequential alternating cycle on the basis
of which one of the signals is output from the output cir-
cuit.
[0015] Furthermore, the plurality of weft supply lines
may include three or more weft supply lines, and a plu-
rality of weft supply lines included in the three or more
weft supply lines may be set as a group, the group having
a smaller number of weft supply lines than the total
number of weft supply lines and having a weft of the same
type set therein. A multicolor weft-insertion operation is
performed using the plurality of weft supply lines in the
group and a remaining one or more weft supply lines on
the basis of a predetermined weft-insertion pattern. The
weft insertion process for the weft of the type correspond-
ing to the group is performed by sequentially alternating
the weft supply lines in the group. The weft-insertion con-
trolling device restores the excluded weft supply line in
the group on the basis of the output signal from the re-
storing means so that the excluded weft supply line is re-
included in the sequential alternating cycle of the weft
insertion process.
[0016] Accordingly, a plurality of weft supply lines hav-
ing a weft of the same type set therein is set as a group,
and a multicolor weft-insertion operation is performed us-
ing the plurality of weft supply lines in the group and the
remaining one or more weft supply lines on the basis of
a predetermined weft-insertion pattern. Moreover, the
weft insertion process for the weft of the type correspond-
ing to the group can be performed by sequentially alter-
nating the weft supply lines in the group. In that case, the
weft-insertion controlling device restores the excluded
weft supply line in the group on the basis of the output
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signal from the restoring means so that the excluded weft
supply line is re-included in the sequential alternating cy-
cle of the weft insertion process. Accordingly, this pre-
vents the operating condition of the motor for each weft
measuring-and-retaining device from becoming severe
when the next weft abnormality is detected in the weft
supply lines within the group, thereby allowing the motor
to withstand a long period of use and reducing stoppages
of the loom.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0017]

Fig. 1 is a control block diagram of a weft inserting
apparatus 60 according to a first embodiment of the
present invention;
Fig. 2 illustrates an input screen 15a and a display
screen 15b of a setting unit 15, and an input unit 22
according to the first embodiment;
Fig. 3 is a schematic view of the weft inserting ap-
paratus 60;
Fig. 4 is a schematic view of the weft inserting ap-
paratus 60 when a weft yarn C is broken;
Fig. 5 shows the display screen 15b when the weft
yarn C is broken;
Fig. 6 shows numbers given to weft supply lines L
with which weft insertions are performed;
Fig. 7 is a control block diagram of a weft inserting
apparatus 70 according to a second embodiment of
the present invention; and
Fig. 8 illustrates a selection screen 25 of restoring
means 40 included in the weft inserting apparatus
70 according to the second embodiment of the
present invention.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0018] Embodiments of the present invention will now
be described with reference to the drawings. Figs. 1 to 5
illustrate a weft inserting apparatus 60 according to a first
embodiment of the present invention, which is used in
an air jet loom. The weft inserting apparatus 60 is of a
multicolor type that performs weft insertion using a plu-
rality of different types of weft yarns C based on a weft
insertion pattern. The weft inserting apparatus 60 has a
plurality of weft supply lines L that are divided into groups.
Each group has the same type of weft C set therein. In
each group, weft insertion is carried out by sequentially
alternating the weft supply lines L. Fig. 1 is a control block
diagram of the weft inserting apparatus 60. Fig. 2 illus-
trates an input screen 15a and a display screen 15b of
a setting unit 15 used for dividing the weft supply lines L
into groups. Fig. 3 is a schematic view of the weft inserting
apparatus 60. Fig. 4 is a schematic view of the weft in-
serting apparatus 60 when a weft yarn C is broken. Fig.
5 shows the input screen 15a and the display screen 15b
of the setting unit 15 when the weft yarn C is broken.

[0019] Referring to Fig. 3, the weft inserting apparatus
60 includes eight weft supply lines L, namely, a first weft
supply line L1 to an eighth weft supply line L8. The first
embodiment relates to an 8-color weft inserting appara-
tus 60 that can insert weft yarns C of up to eight different
types.
[0020] Each weft supply line L includes a yarn package
1, yarn guides 11 and 12, a tensor 2, a weft measuring-
and-retaining device 30, a yarn sensor 3, a yarn guide
13, and a weft-insertion nozzle 9. The yarn package 1 is
mounted to a yarn peg (not shown). The yarn guides 11
and 12 guide a yarn (weft yarn C), released from the yarn
package 1, downstream in a weft traveling direction. The
tensor 2 is disposed between the yarn guides 11 and 12.
The yarn sensor 3 is disposed between the yarn guide
12 and the weft measuring-and-retaining device 30. The
yarn guide 13 is disposed downstream of the weft meas-
uring-and-retaining device 30. The weft-insertion nozzle
9 is disposed downstream of the yarn guide 13, and an
end of the weft-insertion nozzle 9 faces a warp shed S.
The weft measuring-and-retaining device 30 includes a
retainer drum 4, a rotatable yarn guide 5, a feeder motor
6, and a stopper pin 7 disposed downstream of the re-
tainer drum 4. The rotatable yarn guide 5 receives the
weft yarn C from the yarn package 1 having a pipe shape
and is disposed upstream of the retainer drum 4 such
that its downstream end faces the outer peripheral sur-
face of the retainer drum 4. The feeder motor 6 drives
the rotatable yarn guide 5. The stopper pin 7 disposed
downstream of the retainer drum 4 advances towards or
retreats from the retainer drum 4 as a result of being
driven by a solenoid, so that the weft yarn C wound
around the outer peripheral surface of the retainer drum
4 is non-releasable or releasable from the retainer drum
4. The length of the weft yarn C wound around the retainer
drum 4 is equal to or greater than the length of weft yarn
to be fed for one weft insertion. The weft measuring-and-
retaining device 30 further includes a release sensor (not
shown). The release sensor is disposed at the down-
stream end of the retainer drum 4 and detects the weft
yarn C that is released from the retainer drum 4. In ad-
dition, each weft supply line L includes a button 10 serving
as restoring means 35, which can be manually operated
when the weft supply line L has been excluded from the
other operable weft supply lines L being used in a se-
quential alternating cycle for the weft insertion process.
In the first embodiment, the button 10 is mounted to an
outer frame of the feeder motor 6. Furthermore, the yarn
sensor 3 used in the first embodiment is a yarn breakage
sensor that measures a contact pressure of the weft yarn
C and outputs a yarn abnormality signal when the meas-
ured contact pressure falls below a predetermined
threshold value. The breakage of weft yarn C detected
by the yarn sensor 3 can occur upon releasing of the weft
yarn C from the yarn package 1, that is, upon rotation of
the rotatable yarn guide 5. A yarn breakage occurs be-
tween the yarn sensor 3 and the rotatable yarn guide 5,
as shown in, for example, Fig. 4, at a location that is
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upstream of the yarn wound around the outer peripheral
surface of the retainer drum 4.
[0021] Referring to Fig. 1, a weft-insertion controlling
device 65 included in the weft inserting apparatus 60 in-
cludes a weft-insertion controlling circuit 21, the setting
unit 15, and a weft-insertion-pattern setting unit 24. The
setting unit 15 includes an input screen 15a, a display
screen 15b, and a computing circuit 15c, and is used for
dividing the plurality of weft supply lines L into groups in
accordance with the set wefts C, such that weft insertion
is carried out in a sequential alternating cycle in each
group. The weft-insertion controlling device 65 further
includes an input unit 22 and a comparing unit 23. The
weft-insertion controlling device 65 excludes a weft sup-
ply line L that has been detected as being abnormal from
the sequential alternating cycle. Thus, when the number
of weft supply lines in each group with which the weft
insertion is continued reaches a predetermined remain-
ing number, the operation of the loom is stopped.
[0022] Referring to Fig. 2, the input screen 15a and
the display screen 15b of the setting unit 15 are provided
within the same screen of an operation-condition input/
display liquid crystal panel set in an operating panel. The
input screen 15a is provided with a "weft supply line No."
section 15ad serving as a selecting section for selecting
each of the weft supply lines L. By touching a circular
area given a certain number within the "weft supply line
No." section 15ad, the weft supply line L that corresponds
to that number can be selected. Circles displaying iden-
tifying colors of the respective wefts C are provided to
the left of weft-C sections of the input screen 15a, namely,
a "first weft C1" section, a "second weft C2" section, a
"third weft C3" section, a "fourth weft C4" section, a "fifth
weft C5" section, a "sixth weft C6" section, a "seventh
weft C7" section, and an "eighth weft C8" section. The
identifying colors of the circles for the respective wefts C
are red, blue, yellow, brown, purple, green, pink, and or-
ange. The colors are indicated by various patterns within
the circles for convenience. The display screen 15b has
eight circular areas that display numbers from 1 to 8. The
numbers displayed in these circular areas correspond to
the numbers given to the weft supply lines L. In other
words, the No. 1 circular area corresponds to the first
weft supply line L1, the No. 2 circular area corresponds
to the second weft supply line L2, and so on. Each circular
area is displayed in the same color as the identifying color
for the corresponding weft C. Accordingly, the operator
can determine by color which weft C is set in a weft supply
line L of a certain number.
[0023] Based on a fabric specification and considering
the frequency of weft insertion and the physical property
of the wefts C, the number of weft supply lines L set in
accordance with the wefts C is determined. The yarn
packages 1 for the corresponding wefts C are set to the
determined number of weft supply lines L. The fabric
specification in the first embodiment relates to a four-
color fabric including the first weft C1, the second weft
C2, the third weft C3, and the fourth weft C4 as different

types of wefts C, and has, for example, a weft-insertion
pattern in which one weft insertion cycle is defined in the
order: C1 → C2 → C3 → C4 → C1 → C2 → C1 → C3.
In this weft-insertion pattern, the weft insertion of the first
weft C1 is most frequently performed, and the weft inser-
tion of the fourth weft C4 is least frequently performed.
Thus, in the first embodiment, three weft supply lines L
are set in correspondence to the first weft C1, two weft
supply lines L are set in correspondence to the second
weft C2, two weft supply lines L are set in correspondence
to the third weft C3, and one weft supply line L is set in
correspondence to the fourth weft C4. Consequently, the
weft C that undergoes weft insertion with a higher fre-
quency is set upon a larger number of weft supply lines
L. In the first embodiment, based on an instruction that
three weft supply lines L are to be set in correspondence
to the first weft C1, two weft supply lines L are to be set
in correspondence to the second weft C2, two weft supply
lines L are to be set in correspondence to the third weft
C3, and one weft supply line L is to be set in correspond-
ence to the fourth weft C4; the operator sets the specified
numbers of weft supply lines L in correspondence to the
wefts C. As a result, the first weft C1 is set upon the first,
second, and fifth weft supply lines L1, L2, L5, the second
weft C2 is set upon the third and sixth weft supply lines
L3, L6, the third weft C3 is set upon the fourth and seventh
weft supply lines L4, L7, and the fourth weft C4 is set
upon the eighth weft supply line L8.
[0024] Through the weft-insertion controlling device
65, the first, second, and fifth weft supply lines L1, L2,
L5 corresponding to the first weft C1 are set as one group
consisting of three weft supply lines L so that this group
corresponds to the weft insertion of the first weft C1. Fur-
thermore, the third and sixth weft supply lines L3, L6 cor-
responding to the second weft C2 are set as another
group consisting of two weft supply lines L so that this
group corresponds to the weft insertion of the second
weft C2. Moreover, the fourth and seventh weft supply
lines L4, L7 corresponding to the third weft C3 are set as
another group consisting of two weft supply lines L so
that this group corresponds to the weft insertion of the
third weft C3. The eighth weft supply line L8 correspond-
ing to the fourth weft C4 is set singularly as an independ-
ent weft supply line L that does not belong to a group so
as to correspond to the weft insertion of the fourth weft C4.
[0025] This setting process in the weft-insertion con-
trolling device 65 is carried out on the input screen 15a.
The operator first touches a "setting start" section 15aa
next to the "first weft (C1)" on the input screen 15a. This
makes it possible to implement a setting process for the
first weft C1, that is, to implement a setting process for
the weft supply lines L with which weft insertion is to be
performed when the first weft C1 is selected in accord-
ance with the weft-insertion pattern. Subsequently, after
making a selection by touching the circular area given
the number 1 in the "weft supply line No." section 15ad,
an "add" section 15ac is touched. This sets the first weft
supply line L1 as a weft supply line L with which weft
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insertion is to be performed when the first weft C1 is se-
lected. At the same time, the first circular area in the
display screen 15b turns red. Similarly, after touching the
circular area given the number 2 in the "weft supply line
No." section 15ad, the "add" section 15ac is touched. In
addition, after touching the circular area given the
number 5 in the "weft supply line No." section 15ad, the
"add" section 15ac is touched. Then, a confirmation is
made as to whether the circular areas given the numbers
1, 2, and 5 in the display screen 15b are all displayed in
red, and the circular areas of the remaining numbers are
not displayed in red. If any of the circular areas of the
remaining numbers are displayed in red, the circular area
corresponding to that number in the "weft supply line No."
section 15ad is selected by touching, and a "delete" sec-
tion 15ae is subsequently touched. This switches the red
color of the circular area corresponding to that number
in the display screen 15b to blue color, which is the iden-
tifying color for the subsequent second weft C2. Next, a
"setting completed" section 15ab for the "first weft" is
touched. Consequently, the first weft supply line L1, the
second weft supply line L2, and the fifth weft supply line
L5 are set as the weft supply lines L with which weft in-
sertion is to be performed when the first weft C1 is se-
lected. In other words, the first weft supply line L1, the
second weft supply line L2, and the fifth weft supply line
L5 are set as a weft supply line L group and are used in
a sequential alternating cycle for performing weft inser-
tion when the first weft C1 is selected in accordance with
the weft-insertion pattern. With respect to the "second
weft" on the input screen 15a, the same operation as that
for the "first weft" is performed. When a confirmation is
made as to whether the circular areas given the numbers
3 and 6 on the display screen 15b are displayed in blue,
the "setting completed" section 15ab for the "second
weft" is touched. Consequently, the third weft supply line
L3 and the sixth weft supply line L6 are set as a weft
supply line L group and are used in a sequential alter-
nating cycle for performing weft insertion when the sec-
ond weft C2 is selected in accordance with the weft-in-
sertion pattern. The same operation is performed for the
"third weft" on the input screen 15a. When a confirmation
is made as to whether the circular areas given the num-
bers 4 and 7 on the display screen 15b are displayed in
yellow, the "setting completed" section 15ab for the "third
weft" is touched. Consequently, the fourth weft supply
line L4 and the seventh weft supply line L7 are set as a
weft supply line L group and are used in a sequential
alternating cycle for performing weft insertion when the
third weft C3 is selected in accordance with the weft-
insertion pattern. Subsequently, after touching the "set-
ting start" section 15aa for the "fourth weft" on the input
screen 15a, the circular area given the number 8 in the
"weft supply line No." section 15ad is touched. Then, the
"add" section 15ac is touched. Consequently, the eighth
weft supply line L8 is set as a weft supply line L with which
weft insertion is to be performed when the fourth weft C4
is selected. At the same time, the circular area given the

number 8 in the display screen 15b turns brown. When
a confirmation is made as to whether the number 8 in the
display screen 15b is displayed in brown, the "setting
completed" section 15ab for the "fourth weft" is touched.
Accordingly, this determines that only the eighth weft
supply line L8 is set as a weft supply line L with which
weft insertion is to be performed when the fourth weft C4
is selected. In other words, the eighth weft supply line L8
is set as an independent weft supply line L that does not
belong to a group and is used for weft insertion every
time the fourth weft C4 is selected in accordance with
the weft-insertion pattern. Although selection is made for
every weft supply line L to set each weft supply line L in
accordance with its corresponding weft C, if a part of the
previous weaving condition matches the current weaving
condition and a weft supply line L is therefore already set
to the corresponding weft C, the selecting and adding
operations for that weft supply line L may be omitted.
[0026] Subsequently, using the input unit 22, the re-
maining number of weft supply lines L indicating when
the operation will be stopped is set for each of the wefts
C1, C2, C3, C4. The input unit 22 is provided on the same
screen as the input screen 15a and the display screen
15b of the setting unit 15 and includes "remaining number
for loom stoppage" sections 22a. Since the weft insertion
of the first weft C1 is performed frequently, the number
of weft supply lines L to become excluded due to detec-
tion of yarn abnormalities is large. When the number of
normally operable weft supply lines with which weft in-
sertion is continued is reduced to 1, that is, when the
remaining number is 1 and the weft insertion of the first
weft C1 is continued using only one weft supply line L,
the operating condition of the feeder motor 6 for that weft
supply line L becomes severe. For example, in a case
where the weft insertion of the first weft C1 is carried out
using three weft supply lines L in a sequential alternating
cycle, assuming that each feeder motor 6 is operated at
a rotational speed of 1000 rpm, if the weft insertion of the
first weft C1 is continued using only one weft supply line
L due to the remaining number being reduced to 1, it is
necessary to drive the corresponding feeder motor 6 at
a rotational speed of 3000 rpm, which is three times the
rotational speed of 1000 rpm, if the stoppage time is not
to be shortened. In some cases, even if the stoppage
time is shortened, the rotational speed of the feeder motor
6 may exceed its maximum rotational speed. In that case,
the operating speed of the loom must be reduced. In order
to prevent the feeder motor 6 from operating under a
severe operating condition in such a weft supply line L
group where the weft insertion for the first weft C1 is
carried out in a sequential alternating cycle, the operator
sets the remaining number of weft supply lines L to indi-
cate when the operation will be stopped.
[0027] The operator touches the "setting start" section
15aa for the "first weft" on the input screen 15a. This
makes it possible to implement a setting process for the
first weft C1. Next, the operator touches the correspond-
ing "remaining number for loom stoppage" section 22a.
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The number displayed changes every time the operator
touches the section 22a, such that numbers 0 to 3 are
displayed in the following order: 0 → 1 → 2 → 3 → 0 →
1 → 2 → 3. After changing the number to 1, the operator
touches the corresponding "setting completed" section
15ab. Thus, for the first weft C1, a value "1" is set as the
remaining number of operable weft supply lines L used
in the sequential alternating cycle of the weft insertion
process. Accordingly, the "setting start" sections 15aa
and the "setting completed" sections 15ab are used both
for the input unit 22 and the input screen 15a of the setting
unit 15. Since the wefts other than the first weft C1 do
not undergo weft insertion frequently, the remaining
number is set to a value "0". This implies that until the
weft supply lines L used for the weft insertion for those
wefts C are completely used up, the loom is not stopped.
As an alternative to setting a predetermined remaining
number so that a loom stoppage signal is output when
the number of weft supply lines with which weft insertion
is continued reaches the set number, it is possible to set
a number that is greater than the predetermined remain-
ing number by one. In that case, the loom stoppage signal
is output when the number of weft supply lines with which
the weft insertion is continued falls below the set number
by one. As a further alternative, the number of excluded
weft supply lines may be set. In that case, the loom stop-
page signal is output when the number of excluded weft
supply lines becomes equal to the set value or greater
than the set value by one, which is when the number of
weft supply lines with which the weft insertion is continued
reaches the predetermined remaining number.
[0028] The weft-insertion controlling device 65 will be
described on the basis of the block diagram of Fig. 1
illustrating the multicolor weft inserting apparatus 60. In
the setting unit 15, the weft supply lines L selected in
accordance with the wefts C through the input screen
15a are set as groups of weft supply lines L and as an
independent weft supply line L through the computing
circuit 15c in accordance with the wefts C. In detail, the
first weft supply line L1, the second weft supply line L2,
and the fifth weft supply line L5 are set as one group
consisting of three weft supply lines L. This group is made
to correspond to the weft insertion of the first weft C1.
The third weft supply line L3 and the sixth weft supply
line L6 are set as another group consisting of two weft
supply lines L. This group is made to correspond to the
weft insertion of the second weft C2. The fourth weft sup-
ply line L4 and the seventh weft supply line L7 are set as
another group consisting of two weft supply lines L. This
group is made to correspond to the weft insertion of the
third weft C3. The eighth weft supply line L8 is set as an
independent weft supply line L that does not belong to a
group and is made to correspond to the weft insertion of
the fourth weft C4. The computing circuit 15c is config-
ured to display the weft supply lines L in various colors
on the display screen 15b, the various colors correspond-
ing to the predetermined identifying colors for the wefts
C. On the basis of information on these weft-insertion

operation modes received from the computing circuit 15c,
the weft-insertion controlling circuit 21 determines the
order of weft supply lines L in each group to be used in
a sequential alternating cycle for the weft insertion of the
corresponding weft C. In the first embodiment, the weft-
insertion controlling circuit 21 determines the order of
weft supply lines L to be used in a sequential alternating
cycle for the weft insertion of the first weft C1, the order
being determined as follows: L1 → L2 → L5, that is, the
first weft supply line L1 → the second weft supply line L2
→ the fifth weft supply line L5 → the first weft supply line
L1 → the second weft supply line L2 → the fifth weft
supply line L5. Furthermore, the order of weft supply lines
L to be used in a sequential alternating cycle for the weft
insertion of the second weft C2 is determined as follows:
L3 → L6, that is, the third weft supply line L3 → the sixth
weft supply line L6 → the third weft supply line L3 → the
sixth weft supply line L6. Furthermore, the order of weft
supply lines L to be used in a sequential alternating cycle
for the weft insertion of the third weft C3 is determined
as follows: L4 → L7, that is, the fourth weft supply line
L4 → the seventh weft supply line L7 → the fourth weft
supply line L4 → the seventh weft supply line L7. The
weft-insertion controlling circuit 21 includes a storage unit
(not shown) that stores weft-insertion pattern information
received from the weft-insertion-pattern setting unit 24.
The weft-insertion controlling circuit 21 is connected to
the buttons 10, the yarn sensors 3, the feeder motors 6,
the solenoids of the stopper pins 7, and electromagnetic
on-off valves included in the weft supply lines L. Each of
the electromagnetic on-off valves intermittently supplies
the corresponding weft-insertion nozzle 9 with air from a
pneumatic source (not shown). The buttons 10 are pro-
vided as manually operable restoring means 35 and are
connected to the weft-insertion controlling circuit 21 via
individual signal lines, i.e. individual signal transmission
paths 27.
[0029] When the loom starts its operation, the weft-
insertion controlling circuit 21 reads out the weft C to be
inserted from the stored weft-insertion pattern informa-
tion. Based on the order of weft supply lines L to be used
in a sequential alternating cycle for the weft insertion of
that weft C, the weft-insertion controlling circuit 21 deter-
mines which one of the weft supply lines L is to be used
for weft insertion every time a main shaft of the loom
makes one rotation (i.e. one weft-insertion cycle). Based
on information on the rotational angle of the loom main
shaft (not shown) received from an encoder EN connect-
ed to a main motor M that drives the loom main shaft,
the weft-insertion controlling circuit 21 drives, for a pre-
determined time, the electromagnetic on-off valve of the
predetermined weft supply line L being used for the weft
insertion, thereby starting and ending an air jetting proc-
ess from the weft-insertion nozzle 9. In the first embod-
iment, a four-color fabric is to be formed using four types
of wefts C, which are the first weft C1, the second weft
C2, the third weft C3, and the fourth weft C4, and is
formed based on a weft-insertion pattern which indicates
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that one cycle consists of weft insertion processes per-
formed in the order of C1 → C2 → C3 → C4 → C1 → C2
→ C1 → C3. Thus, referring to Fig. 6, for each weft in-
sertion process, the weft-insertion controlling circuit 21
executes weft insertion using a weft supply line L that
corresponds to an indicated number.
[0030] When a yarn abnormality, such as a yarn break-
age, is detected in a weft supply line L by the yarn sensor
3, the weft-insertion controlling circuit 21 receives a yarn
abnormality signal. The weft-insertion controlling circuit
21 then excludes that weft supply line L from the sequen-
tial alternating cycle of the weft insertion process, so that
the weft insertion process is continued using the remain-
ing normally operable weft supply lines L. In the example
shown in Fig. 6, a yarn abnormality is detected in the
second weft supply line L2 after the 13th weft insertion.
Therefore, the second weft supply line L2 is subject to
exclusion. Accordingly, the 21st weft insertion is carried
out using the fifth weft supply line L5 instead of the second
weft supply line L2. Subsequently, the first weft supply
line L1 and the fifth weft supply line L5 are used in a
sequentially alternating cycle for weft insertion so that
the weft insertion of the first weft C1 based on the weft-
insertion pattern is continued.
[0031] Information on the excluded weft supply line L
is input to the display screen 15b from the weft-insertion
controlling circuit 21 via the computing circuit 15c. The
excluded weft supply line L is then displayed on the dis-
play screen 15b. In the first embodiment, a lighting mode
for the identifying color of the circular area corresponding
to the excluded weft supply line L displayed on the display
screen 15b is switched from a continuous lighting mode
to a blinking lighting mode. Thus, referring to Fig. 5, the
circular area given the number 2 and corresponding to
the second weft supply line L2 is displayed blinkingly in
red. Based on the continuous lighting mode of the two
remaining red circular areas and the set value of 1 in the
"remaining number for loom stoppage" section 22a for
the "first weft" corresponding to the same red color, the
operator is able to know that the loom will be stopped if
a yarn abnormality is detected next in either one of the
two weft supply lines L with which the weft insertion of
the first weft C1 is being continued. Accordingly, the op-
erator is able to know by color that the yarn package 1
of the second weft supply line L2 needs immediate re-
pairing or replacement.
[0032] While the loom is in operation, the operator re-
places the yarn package 1 or repairs the weft C of the
excluded weft supply line L without stopping the loom.
Subsequently, in order to re-include the repaired weft
supply line L into the sequential alternating cycle of the
weft insertion process, the operator operates the corre-
sponding button 10 mounted to an external frame of the
feeder motor 6. The weft-insertion controlling circuit 21
has a plurality of connections with respect to the signal
transmission paths 27 of the buttons 10, and these con-
nections are provided in correspondence to the weft sup-
ply lines L. By identifying which one of the connections

has received an output signal, the weft-insertion control-
ling circuit 21 can determine the corresponding weft sup-
ply line L. The weft-insertion controlling circuit 21 identi-
fies which one of the buttons 10 has sent an output signal,
or in other words, identifies which one of the connections
has received a repair completion signal so as to deter-
mine the corresponding weft supply line L. The weft-in-
sertion controlling circuit 21 restores the determined weft
supply line L so that the weft supply line L is re-included
in the sequential alternating cycle of the weft insertion
process. In the example shown in Fig. 6, the button 10
is operated after the 85th weft insertion. From the 89th
weft insertion onward, the second weft supply line L2 is
re-included in the sequential alternating cycle of the weft
insertion process for the first weft C1. Furthermore,
based on information received from the weft-insertion
controlling circuit 21, which indicates the re-inclusion of
the repaired weft supply line L into the sequential alter-
nating cycle, the computing circuit 15c allows the lighting
mode for the identifying color of the circular area corre-
sponding to the re-included weft supply line L to return
to continuous lighting on the display screen 15b.
[0033] Unless the repairing or replacement of the yarn
package 1 in the excluded weft supply line L is carried
out before the number of normally operable weft supply
lines L with which the weft insertion is being continued
reaches the set remaining number, the loom will be
stopped when a next yarn abnormality occurs. In other
words, based on information on the excluded-but-rein-
cluded weft supply line L received from the weft-insertion
controlling circuit 21 and information on the weft supply
lines L in each group for the corresponding weft C, the
computing circuit 15c calculates the number of operable
weft supply lines with which the weft insertion of the cor-
responding weft C is being continued. The number of
operable weft supply lines is calculated by the computing
circuit 15c for each group, and is output to the comparing
unit 23. The comparing unit 23 compares the remaining
number set by the input unit 22 with the number of oper-
able weft supply lines, received from the computing cir-
cuit 15c, for each of the groups set in correspondence to
the wefts C. When the number of operable weft supply
lines for any one of the groups reaches a predetermined
remaining number, that is, the remaining number set in
the corresponding "remaining number for loom stop-
page" section 22a in the first embodiment, a loom stop-
page signal is output to the weft-insertion controlling cir-
cuit 21 to stop the loom.
[0034] In the first embodiment, the weft-insertion con-
trolling circuit 21 reads out the weft C to be inserted from
the stored weft-insertion pattern information. Based on
the determined order of weft supply lines L to be used in
a sequential alternating cycle for the weft insertion of that
weft C, the weft-insertion controlling circuit 21 determines
which one of the weft supply lines L is to be used for
performing the weft insertion every time a main shaft of
the loom makes one rotation (i.e. one weft-insertion cy-
cle). Every time a weft supply line L is excluded due to
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detection of a yarn abnormality, or every time an excluded
weft supply line L is repaired and restored for re-inclusion,
the order of operable weft supply lines L used in a se-
quential alternating cycle for the weft insertion process
is changed. Alternatively, on the basis of the weft-inser-
tion pattern information and the order of the weft supply
lines L for each weft C, the weft-insertion controlling cir-
cuit 21 may program and preliminarily determine over a
plurality of weft-insertion cycles which of the weft supply
lines L are to be used for performing the respective weft
insertions. In that case, every time a weft supply line L
is excluded due to detection of a yarn abnormality, or
every time an excluded weft supply line L is repaired and
restored for re-inclusion, the programming is changed.
[0035] In the first embodiment, the restoring means 35
that can be manually operated is defined by the buttons
10 that are provided in correspondence to the respective
weft supply lines L. Each button 10 is connected to the
weft-insertion controlling circuit 21 via the designated sig-
nal transmission path 27. Alternatively, the restoring
means may have an output circuit that can selectively
output signals by which the weft supply lines L are iden-
tifiable. In that case, the output circuit may be connected
to the weft-insertion controlling circuit 21 via a common
signal transmission path.
[0036] A multicolor weft inserting apparatus 70 accord-
ing to a second embodiment of the present invention will
now be described with reference to Figs. 7 and 8. The
weft inserting apparatus 70 is equipped with restoring
means 40 that includes an output circuit 26 and a com-
mon signal transmission path 28, which are similar to
those mentioned above. Similar to the multicolor weft in-
serting apparatus 60 according to the first embodiment,
the multicolor weft inserting apparatus 70 is of an 8-color
type that includes eight weft supply lines L.
[0037] Referring to a control block diagram of Fig. 7,
the weft inserting apparatus 70 has a weft-insertion con-
trolling device 75 which includes the weft-insertion con-
trolling circuit 21, the setting unit 15 for dividing the plu-
rality of weft supply lines L into groups, the input unit 22,
the comparing unit 23, and the weft-insertion-pattern set-
ting unit 24. In addition, the weft-insertion controlling de-
vice 75 includes a selection screen 25 and the output
circuit 26, which constitute the restoring means 40 for
restoring a repaired weft supply line L so as to re-include
the repaired weft supply line L into the sequential alter-
nating cycle of the weft insertion process.
[0038] Referring to Fig. 8, the selection screen 25 of
the restoring means 40 is provided within the same
screen as the input screen 15a and the display screen
15b of the setting unit 15 in an operation-condition input/
display liquid crystal panel set in an operating panel.
While the loom is in operation, the operator repairs a weft
C set on a weft supply line L excluded from the sequential
alternating cycle of the weft insertion process or performs
replacement of the yarn package 1 in the excluded weft
supply line L. Subsequently, in order to re-include the
repaired weft supply line L into the sequential alternating

cycle, the operator touches a "restore select" section 25a
on the selection screen 25. This makes it possible to se-
lect the weft supply line L. The selection screen 25 has
a selecting section, that is, the "weft supply line No." sec-
tion 15ad, which is mutually used for the input screen
15a of the setting unit 15. While referring to a circular
area displayed in a blinking lighting mode on the display
screen 15b of the setting unit 15, the operator touches
the corresponding circular area in the "weft supply line
No." section 15ad, thereby selecting the weft supply line
L to be re-included into the sequential alternating cycle
of the weft insertion process. In a case where there are
two or more circular areas displayed in a blinking lighting
mode on the display screen 15b, the operator must be
careful not to select weft supply lines L other than the
currently repaired weft supply line L. Subsequently, the
operator touches a "restore enter" section 25b. Conse-
quently, based on the selected weft supply line L, the
output circuit 26 outputs different output signals in ac-
cordance with the respective weft supply lines L to the
weft-insertion controlling circuit 21 via the common signal
transmission path 28. Examples of the different output
signals include pulse signals with different number of
times of output in accordance with the respective weft
supply lines L, pulse signals with different voltage values
in accordance with the respective weft supply lines L,
and pulse signals with different frequencies in accord-
ance with the respective weft supply lines L. The weft-
insertion controlling circuit 21 identifies the signals re-
ceived from the output circuit 26 and determines which
one of the weft supply lines L is to be re-included into the
sequential alternating cycle. Similar to the first embodi-
ment, the weft-insertion controlling circuit 21 restores this
determined weft supply line L so as to re-include the weft
supply line L into the sequential alternating cycle of the
weft insertion process.
[0039] In the second embodiment, the restoring means
40 that can be manually operated is constituted by the
selection screen 25, the output circuit 26, and the com-
mon signal transmission path 28. Unlike the first embod-
iment where the buttons 10 are provided as the restoring
means 35, the second embodiment is not provided with
manually operated switches in the respective weft supply
lines L. Alternatively, in addition to the selection screen
25, the output circuit 26, and the common signal trans-
mission path 28, the restoring means 40 may be provided
with such manually operated switches in the respective
weft supply lines L. In that case, the selection screen 25
or one of the switches that corresponds to a repaired weft
supply line L is manually operated to re-include the weft
supply line L into the sequential alternating cycle of the
weft insertion process.
[0040] In the second embodiment, even when a weft
abnormality is detected in one weft supply line L in each
of the group for the first weft C1, the group for the second
weft C2, and the group for the third weft C3 such that two
or more weft supply lines L or a maximum of three weft
supply lines L are excluded, the loom will still continue
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its operation. However, in a weft inserting apparatus with
a small number of weft supply lines L where the operation
of the loom is stopped when weft abnormalities are de-
tected in two of the weft supply lines L, it is not necessary
to determine which of the weft supply lines L have been
repaired. In that case, the restoring means may be con-
stituted by the common signal transmission path 28 and
manually operated switches or a screen.
[0041] Although the weft inserting apparatuses 60, 70
according to the first and second embodiments are of a
multicolor type that performs weft insertion using a plu-
rality of different types of weft yarns C based on a weft
insertion pattern, the weft inserting apparatus according
to the present invention may be of a single-color type in
which weft yarns C of the same type are all set on a
plurality of weft supply lines L. In that case, a weft supply
line L with an abnormality in the weft C detected by the
yarn sensor 3 is excluded and the weft insertion process
is continued using only the remaining weft supply lines
L. At the same time, the restoring means 35 or 40 is
manually operated so that the weft supply line L with the
weft C repaired is re-included into the sequential alter-
nating cycle of the weft insertion process.
[0042] The technical scope of the present invention is
not limited to the above embodiments, and modifications
are permissible to an extent that they do not depart from
the scope of the claimed invention.

Claims

1. A weft inserting apparatus (60, 70) for a fluid jet loom,
the apparatus (60, 70) including a plurality of weft
supply lines (L) and a weft-insertion controlling de-
vice (65, 75), each weft supply line (L) having a yarn
package (1), a weft measuring-and-retaining device
(30), a weft-insertion nozzle (9), and a yarn sensor
(3) disposed upstream of the weft measuring-and-
retaining device (30), wherein the weft-insertion con-
trolling device (65, 75) performs a weft insertion proc-
ess by using the weft supply lines (L) in a sequential
alternating cycle, and wherein when at least one of
the yarn sensors (3) detects a yarn abnormality in
the corresponding weft supply line (L), the weft-in-
sertion controlling device (65, 75) excludes the weft
supply line (L) from the sequential alternating cycle
and allows the weft insertion process to continue us-
ing only the remaining one or more operable weft
supply lines (L),
wherein the weft inserting apparatus (60, 70) is char-
acterized in that manually operated restoring
means (35, 40) is connected to the weft-insertion
controlling device (65, 75), and wherein while allow-
ing the weft insertion process to continue without the
excluded weft supply line (L) using the remaining
one or more operable weft supply lines (L), the weft-
insertion controlling device (65, 75) restores the ex-
cluded weft supply line (L) on the basis of an output

signal from the restoring means (35, 40) so that the
excluded weft supply line (L) is re-included in the
sequential alternating cycle of the weft insertion
process.

2. The weft inserting apparatus (60, 70) according to
Claim 1, wherein the weft supply line (L) excluded
by the weft-insertion controlling device (65, 75) com-
prises two or more weft supply lines (L), the weft-
insertion controlling device (65, 75) allowing the weft
insertion process to continue using the remaining
one or more operable weft supply lines (L), and
wherein the output signal output from the restoring
means (35, 40) allows the weft-insertion controlling
device (65, 75) to determine each of said two or more
weft supply lines (L).

3. The weft inserting apparatus (60, 70) according to
Claim 2, wherein the restoring means (35, 40) com-
prises a plurality of restoring means (35) provided in
correspondence to the plurality of weft supply lines
(L), the plurality of restoring means (35) being con-
nected to the weft-insertion controlling device (65)
via individual signal transmission paths (27).

4. The weft inserting apparatus (60, 70) according to
Claim 2, wherein the restoring means (40) includes
an output circuit (26) that selectively outputs signals
by which the weft supply lines (L) are identifiable,
the output circuit (26) being connected to the weft-
insertion controlling device (75) via a common signal
transmission path (28).

5. The weft inserting apparatus (60, 70) according to
any one of Claims 1 to 4, wherein the plurality of weft
supply lines (L) comprises three or more weft supply
lines, wherein a plurality of weft supply lines included
in said three or more weft supply lines is set as a
group, the group having a smaller number of weft
supply lines than the total number of weft supply lines
and having a weft of the same type set therein,
wherein a multicolor weft-insertion operation is per-
formed using the plurality of weft supply lines in the
group and a remaining one or more weft supply lines
on the basis of a predetermined weft-insertion pat-
tern, wherein the weft insertion process for the weft
of the type corresponding to the group is performed
by sequentially alternating the weft supply lines in
the group, and wherein the weft-insertion controlling
device (65, 75) restores said excluded weft supply
line (L) in the group on the basis of the output signal
from the restoring means (35, 40) so that said ex-
cluded weft supply line is re-included in the sequen-
tial alternating cycle of the weft insertion process.
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Patentansprüche

1. Schussfadeneintragsvorrichtung (60, 70) für eine
Düsenwebmaschine, wobei die Vorrichtung (60, 70)
mehrere Schussfadenzuführungen (L) und eine
Schussfadeneintragssteuerung (25, 75) aufweist,
jede Schussfadenzuführung (L) eine Garnpackung
(1), eine Schussfadenmess- und -rückhaltevorrich-
tung (30), eine Schussfadeneintragsdüse (9) und ei-
nen Fadensensor (3) aufweist, der gegen die
Schussfadenrichtung gesehen vor der Schussfa-
denmess- und -rückhaltevorrichtung (30) angeord-
net ist, wobei die Schussfadeneintragssteuerung
(65, 75) einen Schussfadeneintragsvorgang aus-
führt, bei dem die Schussfadenzuführungen (L) in
einem sequentiellen Wechselzyklus verwendet wer-
den, und wobei, wenn wenigstens einer der Faden-
sensoren (3) eine Fadenabnormalität in der zugehö-
rigen Schussfadenzuführung (3) erfasst, die
Schussfadeneintragssteuerung (65, 75) die
Schussfadenzuführung (L) aus dem sequentiellen
Wechselzyklus ausschließt und die Fortsetzung des
Schussfadeneintragsvorgangs nur unter Verwen-
dung eines oder mehrerer der verbleibenden be-
triebsbereiten Schussfadenzuführungen (L) gestat-
tet,
wobei die Schussfadeneintragsvorrichtung (60, 70)
dadurch gekennzeichnet ist, dass eine manuell
bedienbare Wiederherstelleinrichtung (35, 40) mit
der Schussfadeneintragssteuerung (65, 75) verbun-
den ist, und wobei, während die Fortsetzung des
Schusseintragsvorgangs ohne die ausgeschlosse-
ne Schussfadenzuführung (L) unter Verwendung ei-
ner oder mehrerer der verbleibenden betriebsberei-
ten Schussfadenzuführungen (L) gestattet wird, die
Schussfadeneintragssteuerung (65, 75) die ausge-
schlossene Schussfadenzuführung (L) auf der
Grundlage eines Ausgangssignals der Wiederher-
stellungseinrichtung (35, 40) wiederherstellt, so
dass die ausgeschlossene Schussfadenzuführung
(L) wieder in den sequentiellen Wechselzyklus des
Schussfadeneintragsvorgangs eingeschlossen
wird.

2. Schussfadeneintragsvorrichtung (60, 70) gemäß
Anspruch 1, bei welchem die durch die Schussfa-
deneintragssteuerung (65, 75) ausgeschlossene
Schussfadenzuführung (L) zwei oder mehr
Schussfadenzuführungen (L) aufweist, und die
Schussfadeneintragssteuerung (65, 75) die Fortset-
zung der Schussfadeneintragsvorgangs unter Ver-
wendung eines oder mehrere betriebsbereiter
Schussfadenzuführungen (L) gestattet, und bei wel-
cher das von der Wiederherstellungseinrichtung (35,
40) abgegebene Ausgangssignal der Schussfaden-
eintragssteuerung (65, 75) gestattet, jede der zwei
oder mehreren Schussfadenzuführungen (L) zu be-
stimmen.

3. Schussfadeneintragsvorrichtung (60, 70) gemäß
Anspruch 2, bei welcher die Wiederherstellungsein-
richtung (35, 40) mehrere Wiederherstellungsein-
richtungen (35) aufweist, die entsprechend der meh-
reren Schussfadenzuführungen (L) vorgesehen sind
und die mehreren Wiederherstellungseinrichtungen
(35) über individuelle Signalübertragungswege (75)
mit der Schussfadeneintragssteuerung (65) verbun-
den sind.

4. Schussfadeneintragsvorrichtung (60, 70) nach An-
spruch 2, bei welcher die Wiederherstellungseinrich-
tung (40) einen Ausgabeschaltkreis (26) umfasst,
der selektiv Signale abgibt, über welche die
Schussfadenzuführungen (L) identifizierbar sind,
und der Ausgabeschaltkreis (26) über einen gemein-
samen Signalübertragungsweg (28) mit der
Schussfadeneintragssteuerung (75) verbunden ist.

5. Schussfadeneintragsvorrichtung (60, 70) nach ei-
nem der Ansprüche 1 bis 4, bei welcher die mehreren
Schussfadenzuführungen (L) drei oder mehr
Schussfadenzuführungen aufweisen, wobei mehre-
re dieser drei oder mehreren Schussfadenzuführun-
gen eine Gruppe bilden, und diese Gruppe eine ge-
ringere Anzahl von Schussfadenzuführungen auf-
weist als die Gesamtanzahl der Schussfadenzufüh-
rungen und einen Schussfaden des gleichen Typs
aufweist, wobei ein Multicolor-Schussfadenein-
tragsbetrieb unter Verwendung der mehreren einer
Gruppe zugeordneten Schussfadenzuführungen
und einer oder mehrerer verbleibender Schussfa-
denzuführungen auf der Grundlage eines vorbe-
stimmten Schussfadeneintragsmusters ausgeführt
wird, wobei der Schussfadeneintragsvorgang für
den Schussfadentyp, welcher der Gruppe zugeord-
net ist, durch sequentielles Abwechseln der
Schussfadenzuführungen in der Gruppe durchge-
führt wird, und wobei die Schussfadensteuerung (65,
75) die ausgeschlossene Schussfadenzuführung (L)
der Gruppe auf der Grundlage des Ausgabesignals
der Wiederherstellungseinrichtung (35, 40) wieder-
herstellt, so dass die ausgeschlossene Schussfa-
denzuführung wieder in den sequentiellen Wechsel-
zyklus des Schussfadeneintragsvorgangs einge-
schlossen wird.

Revendications

1. Appareil d’insertion de trame (60, 70) pour un métier
à tisser du type à jet de fluide, l’appareil (60, 70)
englobant plusieurs lignes d’alimentation de trame
(L) et un dispositif de réglage de l’insertion de trame
(65, 75), chaque ligne d’alimentation de trame (L)
possédant un paquet de fils (1), un dispositif de me-
sure et de retenue de trame (30), une buse d’inser-
tion de trame (9) et un détecteur de fil (3) disposé
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en amont du dispositif de mesure et de retenue de
trame (30), le dispositif de réglage de l’insertion de
trame (65, 75) mettant en oeuvre un processus d’in-
sertion de trame en utilisant les lignes d’alimentation
de trame (L) dans un cycle alternant séquentiel, et
dans lequel, lorsqu’au moins un des détecteurs de
fils (3) détecte une anomalie de fil dans la ligne d’ali-
mentation de trame correspondante (L), le dispositif
de réglage de l’insertion de trame (65, 75) exclut la
ligne d’alimentation de trame (L) du cycle alternant
séquentiel et permet au processus d’insertion de tra-
me de se poursuivre en utilisant uniquement la ou
les lignes d’alimentation de trame restantes (L) aptes
à la mise en service,
dans lequel l’appareil d’insertion de trame (60, 70)
est caractérisé en ce qu’un moyen de rétablisse-
ment (35, 40) actionné à la main est relié au dispositif
de réglage de l’insertion de trame (65, 75), et dans
lequel, tout en permettant au processus d’insertion
de train de se poursuivre en l’absence de la ligne
d’alimentation de trame exclue (L) en utilisant la ou
les lignes d’alimentation de trame restantes (L) aptes
à la mise en service, le dispositif de réglage de l’in-
sertion de trame (65, 75) rétablit la ligne d’alimenta-
tion de trame exclue (L) sur base d’un signal de sortie
émis par le moyen de rétablissement (35, 40), si bien
que la ligne d’alimentation de trame exclue (L) est à
nouveau incluse dans le cycle alternant séquentiel
du processus d’insertion de trame.

2. Appareil d’insertion de trame (60, 70) selon la reven-
dication 1, dans lequel la ligne d’alimentation de tra-
me (L) exclue par le dispositif de réglage de l’inser-
tion de trame (65, 75) comprend deux lignes d’ali-
mentation de trame (L) ou plus, le dispositif de ré-
glage de l’insertion de trame (65, 75) permettant au
processus d’insertion de trame de se poursuivre en
utilisant la ou les lignes d’alimentation de trame res-
tantes (L) aptes à la mise en service, et dans lequel
le signal de sortie émis par le moyen de rétablisse-
ment (35, 40) permet au dispositif de réglage de l’in-
sertion de trame (65, 75) de déterminer chacune
desdites deux lignes d’alimentation de trame (L) ou
plus.

3. Appareil d’insertion de trame (60, 70) selon la reven-
dication 2, dans lequel le moyen de rétablissement
(35, 40) comprend plusieurs moyens de rétablisse-
ment (35) prévus de manière correspondante auxdi-
tes plusieurs lignes d’alimentation de trame (L), les-
dits plusieurs moyens de rétablissement (35) étant
reliés au dispositif de réglage de l’insertion de trame
(65) via des voies de transmission de signaux indi-
viduelles (27).

4. Appareil d’insertion de trame (60, 70) selon la reven-
dication 2, dans lequel le moyen de rétablissement
(40) englobe un circuit de sortie (26) qui émet de

manière sélective des signaux par lesquels les lignes
d’alimentation de trame (L) peuvent être identifiées,
le circuit de sortie (26) étant relié au dispositif de
réglage de l’insertion de trame (75) via une voie de
transmission de signaux commune (28).

5. Appareil d’insertion de trame (60, 70) selon l’une
quelconque des revendications 1 à 4, dans lequel
lesdites plusieurs lignes d’alimentation de trame (L)
comprennent trois lignes d’alimentation de trame ou
plus, plusieurs lignes d’alimentation de trame englo-
bées dans lesdites trois lignes d’alimentation de tra-
me ou plus étant rassemblées pour former un grou-
pe, le groupe possédant un nombre de lignes d’ali-
mentation de trame qui est inférieure au nombre total
des lignes d’alimentation de trame et possédant une
trame du même type que celui réglé dans le groupe,
une opération d’insertion de trame polychrome étant
mise en oeuvre en utilisant lesdites plusieurs lignes
d’alimentation de trame dans le groupe et une ou
plusieurs des lignes d’alimentation de trame restan-
tes sur base d’un motif prédéterminé d’insertion de
trame, appareil dans lequel le processus d’insertion
de trame pour la trame du type correspondant au
groupe est mis en oeuvre en alternant de manière
séquentielle les lignes d’alimentation de trame dans
le groupe, et dans lequel le dispositif de réglage de
l’insertion de trame (65, 75) rétablit ladite ligne d’ali-
mentation de trame exclue (L) dans le groupe sur
base du signal de sortie émis par le moyen de réta-
blissement (35, 40), si bien que ladite ligne d’alimen-
tation de trame exclue est à nouveau incluse dans
le cycle alternant séquentiel du processus d’inser-
tion de trame.
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